Unless the only adventurer stands
Who thanks to the power of elements and hands,
Manages to collect the bursts of light..."

Logbook of an 11th generation adventurer
I’m Pocana and I am one of the seven adventurers,
trained by the previous seven adventurers to master the
power of the elements, themselves trained before that ...
for hundreds and hundreds of years, in an unchanging cycle. I am writing this journal in the hope of helping future generations when the time comes. For me, it’s
now, and even though I’ve been prepared for it all my
life, I feel helpless.
Day 1 of the Dark Era
I can no longer distinguish the green of the trees or the
silhouette of the volcanoes, there is complete silence.
Overnight the darkness has thickened, it is now impossible to know if the sun is up. The Indigo River, like the
Purple Mountain in the distance, is gradually disappearing; the elements seem to have lost their strength. I did
not expect such a drastic change. I will still have to hit the
road. I hope that I will soon come across my first adventure companion, because loneliness and silence already
weigh upon me.
This first day has gone too quickly. When I think we only
have eight days to accomplish our mission as adventurers! What if we don’t find enough bursts of light? If the
darkness takes hold forever? What if another adventurer
brings back more than me? My name will be forgotten
and I will disappoint my master ... Impossible, I owe him
to be the best of all! Fortunately a Sketal joined me today.
I am no longer alone, our company will gradually grow. For
now, I’m going to bed, my eyelids are already falling ... an
old song comes to mind:
"The cycle is again reborn in plight:
Every 62 years, endless bands.
The darkness before us slowly expands,
The deep blue of the lakes, erased with no fight,

Day 2 of the Dark Era
A new day is dawning! In a manner of speaking ... we
can’t see a thing. Yesterday I found three bursts of light ...
today will be even better. My master’s voice echoes in
my head, “Principle 1: count above all on your company.
Principle 2: know that the lit villages contain bursts of
light, but in fewer numbers. Principle 3: Never forget the
fireflies, at the risk of being left behind in the dark by other
adventurers.” I must prove myself worthy of his instruction. Let’s go!
We take a short break at the edge of the Jade Wood.
Its large trees stand behind us, their shape, previously
protective, seems disturbing to me. Darkness distorts
everything... This morning, a Likyar joined our company. I chose it because it controls the fire element, like
me; we can join forces. It is also accompanied by two
fireflies, which is a real advantage. What a pleasure
to be surrounded! The Sketal and the Likyar get along
well. Tomorrow we will follow the river to reach the lake
Outremer.
Day 3 of the Dark Era
The darkness is even thicker this morning. I seem to sink
into it with every step, even with the fireflies that accompany us. I hope I can choose a great companion today.
But what if I meet a Xar’gok? Would I dare to use its spells
to slow down the other adventurers? They say that anything goes...
We decided to stop for the night in a lit village, we all
needed to rest. The camp is set up, I have built a fire, the
atmosphere is good and I hear them talking. The Lumipili
who joined us has a good sense of humor. It is a pleasure to spend time with them. They are at ease in nature
and always stay connected to the elements from which
they draw their strength. I did not know that they also
pass on their mission from generation to generation, risking their lives to do so. It even seems that they have their
own cemetery at the far edge of the country. Nothing like
what we learn during our initiation...

Day 4 of the Dark Era
Tonight we will be halfway through our allotted time; it is
very hard to know where the other adventurers are. Will
I succeed in bringing back the most bursts of light? What
then? The new generation will start again in 62 years?
I may have looked through the ancient texts, but it is
impossible to find where this cycle began and no master
wants to talk about it openly. Different theories exist,
some a bit crazy: we are under the spell of a curse, higher
snake-beings are having fun tormenting us, the darkness
is brought on by a particular alignment of the stars... Me,
I think that the Spirit of the Elements is putting us to the
test and reminding each generation of the importance of
fire, air, water, nature and minerals.
I am confident: we are a good team and I have managed
to combine the strengths and weaknesses of those who
have joined me. For the moment we have not suffered any
loss. From tomorrow, more powerful companions will join
us. I’m sure we will get there!
Day 5 of the Dark Era
In the end, we get used to the blackness, the grey, the lack
of color which plunges us into a state of lethargy. I have
to concentrate in order to remember the colorful landscapes, the intense heat of the gently flowing lava, the
rustling sound of the leaves which propagates through
the immense forests, the blue of the water quivering on
the surface of the small Celadon lake, the gigantic mountains and the solid stone beneath my feet. For a moment,
I can smell a wood fire and the caress of a warm breeze...
then everything goes black.
I’m now sure, a Xar’gok has joined one of the adventurers and we are the target of their spell! At any moment
the power of the elements could trigger it and I will lose
one of my companions. I prefer to think about it as little
as possible and focus on the incredible anecdotes of the
Lumipili who gesticulates in the light of the campfire. Our
quest for bursts of light is going quite well, we may have
made others jealous.
Day 6 of the Dark Era
Sad day...

Day 7 of the Dark Era
It was impossible to write anything yesterday. We weren’t
prepared enough, our luck turned momentarily and the
spell was triggered. We lost our Mindaroo
.
After an afternoon of silent walking, hope returned as
we approached a lit village which contained a number of
bursts of light. Hopefully today we will find the spring in
our steps once again!
We are camping this evening for the last time, at the foot
of the Purple Mountain. At least, according to the map,
because we cannot see the slightest slope, everything
is engulfed by black. Tomorrow evening, we will have
to face the great truth. I’ll be ready, but for now I want
to enjoy the evening. I am going to join my companions;
I have prepared a joke of my own invention for them:
an Oshra crosses paths with a Drel and asks him, «You
wouldn’t have the time, would you?»...
Day 8 of the Dark Era
Our last day! We wake up with enthusiasm. We already
have many bursts of light and I know that some of my
companions are keeping others on them until the last
moment. We have progressed from village to village and
gleaned enough fireflies so that everyone has one by
their side. This morning, we will try to find a companion
who will bring us more bursts of light, so many that we
will certainly not be able to advance any further up the
mountain.
I never tire of looking around. In the very beginning my
eyes burned, then slowly the intense white softened and
colors appeared, in small discreet touches, then bolder
and bolder. Darkness now only resides in shy shadows.
Of the four companies, ours has collected the most bursts
of light. We have succeeded! I have been officially recognized as the adventurer of my generation... My name
will join that of my master in ancient texts. But it was the
strength of my companions and their mastery of the elements that led me here. I want their names to appear
alongside mine: Sketal, Likyar, Lumipili, Ladawa, Biraii,
Mindaroo who gave its life for us, Zellyf and Kapaoro! We
cannot continue to «forget» them forever. I will become a
master and teach future adventurers their exploits.

• 53 cards: 7 adventurers and 46 companions (23 cards
marked A and 23 cards marked B on their back)
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Over the eight days that form the game, gradually build
your company by recruiting eight companions. Their
effects, linked to the elements and activated according to
the result of your dice, will bring you bursts of light. Then
advance in your journey seeking the lit villages. Whoever
collects the most bursts of light will dispel the darkness
and add their name to the ancient texts.
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• A journey board, on one side "The Province of
Shadows" and on the other "The Archipelago of
Darkness", as well as their respective score tracks.

• 1 meeting track
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Snarexe
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• 30 dice: 20 large dice and 10 small dice. Large dice
are obtained with cards; they belong to the player
providing the card is in play. Small dice circulate from
player to player in each round (see The dice in detail
p. 14).

4

For The Archipelago of Darkness journey
• 20 boat tokens

• 8 large tokens (1 first player token, 7 spell tokens)
First player

Spell

1
Card in detail
Front

Gain of bursts of light applicable at the end of the game. 2

Back

Wapoki

• 90 small tokens (44 reroll tokens, 25 firefly tokens,
25 footprint tokens)
Reroll

Firefly

Loss of bursts of light applicable at the end of the game.

Hymoros

Footprint

2

Wapoki

Powers

2

Applicable while the card is in play.

Likyar Tamnuca
Front
1 firefly

Back
2 fireflies

Front
1 footprint

This power allows the player
to benefit from one or two
fireflies at the end of the
game.

Back
2 footprints

Note: these tokens can be flipped over if additional firefly
or footprint points are needed.

2

1 Sketal 1
SketalSketalSketalSketal

• 7 score tokens

This power allows the player
to take one or several dice
according to the number
and color indicated (for the
Sketals see in detail p. 15).
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For The Province of Shadows journey
• 7 encampment tokens
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This power allows the player
to benefit from a reroll
every round.
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Lumipili
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The condition to fulfil with the dice can be
found on the left of the gray arrow.

• 7 company tokens
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Effects

The effect applicable during each round is found on the right, if
the result of the dice corresponds4(see
p. 15).
4 in detail
5
4
2 the effects
Important: the powers never require a token to be taken. Effects
can sometimes help earn rerolls, footprints and fireflies. The corresponding tokens must be taken.
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Game setup

1

Player 1

Taetyss

1 The players choose together the side of the board on
which they will play: The Province of Shadows or The
Archipelago of Darkness.
2 Each player chooses an adventurer then takes their card
and the big dice associated with their power. They also take
the elements of the corresponding color according to the
chosen journey board and place their score token on the 10
of the score track. For The Province of Shadows journey,
they place their company and encampment on the space of
the journey board. For The Archipelago of Darkness, they
place 4 boats on the central island of the board and place the
remaining boat in front of them as a reminder of their color.

2
3
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3 6 dice are placed in pool the on the board: 5 big dice (red,
azure, blue, orange and green) and the small black die.

07/08/2020 21:03:08

2

4 Unused adventurers and their associated items are replaced
in the box.

Start

5 The firefly, reroll and footprint tokens are placed near the
board to form three pools. The spell tokens are shuffled to
form a facedown pile.
6 The two packs of companion cards (A and B) are shuffled
separately. Then, 3 companions are removed from each
pack and returned to the box. Pack A is then placed on pack
B to form a single pile, and placed facedown next to the meeting track. The first 5 companions of the deck are placed from
left to right, face up, in front of the 5 spaces of the match
track.
7 The first player is chosen randomly. They place the first
player token in front of them. Then, the player on their right
receives 2 reroll tokens.

3

Player 4

Braccio

7

1

8 The first player rolls the 9 small dice (2 green, 2 azure,
2 blue, 1 red, 1 orange and 1 purple). They are then placed,
according to their result, on the corresponding spaces on
the meeting track. If the purple die indicates the footprint
symbol, it is rerolled by the first player.
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1

2

9 It may be that one or more of the spaces on the track do not
receive a small die. In this case, a footprint token is placed
on each space without a die.

3
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Cemetery
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Player 2

Pocana

4

2
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Mindaroo
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Briki
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Snarexe
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4. Afternoon – Continue their journey: the players move
their company or one of their boats forward simultaneously on the journey board according to the results
of their dice.

Bursts of light

5. Evening – End of round and resetting: the players
replace their small dice on the meeting track and it is
reset for the next day.

There are several ways in which a player can earn or lose
bursts of light:

MORNING – Recruit a companion

During the game
• by applying the effect of certain cards;
• according to the result of the yellow and black dice.

Starting with the first player, and moving clockwise,
each player takes a companion from the meeting track,
together with the small dice and footprint tokens that may
be associated with them. These are then placed in front of
the player. During the game, the companions are placed
in front of each player, on the right of their adventurer, one
after the other.
Once all players have chosen their new companion, those
left on the meeting track are sent to the cemetery. But
the small dice and the footprint tokens of the companions
who were not taken remain in place.

Each time a player earns or loses a burst of light, they
immediately move forward or backward one space on the
score track.
At the end of the game
• by the indications which figure on the top right of certain cards;
• by their company’s progress on the journey board;
• by their fireflies;
• by their remaining footprint tokens.

2-player games
After taking their companion, the first player chooses one
of the remaining companions on the meeting track and
sends them to the cemetery. The small dice and footprint
tokens associated with them remain in place.

Playing the game

LATE MORNING – Roll and reroll dice

Once they have all chosen their companion, the players
roll the dice they have in front of them simultaneously
and keep their results visible until the end of the round.
Players with rerolls can use as many as they wish. Each
reroll allows one or two dice to be rerolled, once only.
Important: players can use 3 rerolls to turn a die to
show a result of their choice, regardless of whether it
comes from a companion, a token or the score track.

Each complete round (representing one day) is divided
into several steps.
1. Morning – Recruit a companion: players each take a
turn choosing a companion from the meeting track.
2. Late morning – Roll the dice: the players roll their dice
simultaneously and can use their rerolls.

A reroll can be obtained in different ways.
• Using the power of the recruited companions (the
Lumipilis): in this case, the reroll can be used once
during every round on the condition that the card is
still in play.

3. Noon – Resolve the cards: the players trigger the effects
of their cards simultaneously according to the results of
their dice.

8

Example 1
The blue player rolls 4 dice: the two large dice associated with
their adventurer (Taetyss) and two small dice. Their result:

Lumipili

Lumipili

Taetyss

Lumipili
3

• Using a token: in this case, the reroll can be used once
then the token is replaced in the reserve pool.
LUEUR_Cards.indd 18
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They want to have an additional water symbol to trigger their
adventurer’s effect twice (Taetyss). They decide to use 3 rerolls
to change a cloud side to water. Their companion provides them
with one reroll and they discard two reroll tokens to arrive at
three.
LUEUR_Cards.indd 28

• Using the score track: a player can move their token
back on the score track to a space with the reroll
symbol to benefit from a reroll. It must be used immediately and a token is not taken. It is impossible to
benefit from a reroll on the score track by remaining
on the same space or by moving forward, the player
must move backward from their current space.
If, after this reroll, the dice results are still not satisfactory, the player can again move their score token
back to the next space with a reroll symbol. This can
be repeated as many times as desired until the player
arrives back at the 0 burst of light score on the score
track.
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Example 2
The red player rolls 7 dice: the three large dice associated with
their adventurer (Pocana), the large die associated with their
companion, 1 and three small dice. Their result is:

Pocana

4

Sketal

1
1

4
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2
Snarexe

10
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They want to try and kill their companion 2 to earn 10 bursts
of light, they need a fourth cloud. They move back a space on
the score track to land on a reroll.
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Important: once this step is completed, the dice result
is fixed until the end of the round. A player cannot reroll
once they have started to resolve the effects of their
cards.
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Example 3

Their result:

1

Eoles

4

Sketal

2

Donillilu

3

They move back once more to have a second reroll. They obtain
the result they want:

2
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NOON – Resolve the cards

Simultaneously, the players check one card after another
to see whether their effects are triggered, taking into
account all their dice. If the player has the required combination of symbols among their dice as shown on the
bottom of the card, the effect of a companion is triggered.
The players choose the order in which they resolve their
cards (see The effects of the cards in detail p. 14).
• The same die can be used in triggering the effects of
several cards.
• A single die can only be used once per card.
• The effect of a card can be triggered several times
(except if this effect involves sending a companion to
the cemetery or if it concerns one of these symbols).

1 The azure player has 2 pairs of air and rock. The effect
of their adventurer (Eoles) is triggered twice. They earn
4 bursts of light and 2 fireflies.
2 The player has two rock symbols. The effect of their companion is triggered. The latter is immediately sent to the cemetery
and the player earns 2 bursts of light. The green die associated with this companion is returned to the reserve pool, it can
no longer be used for moving on the journey board.
3 The player does not have a water symbol. The effect of their
companion is triggered. They earn 2 bursts of light and a
reroll token.

Move forward on the score track
Each time a player earns a burst of light, they immediately
move their token forward one space on the score track.
If a player arrives at the end of the score track, they continue counting from the beginning of the track.
Important: in this case, they no longer have access to the
rerolls indicated on the board.

• Players must apply all triggered effects, good or bad.
• It is possible that no effects are triggered.
• Certain sides of the dice (purple, yellow and black)
result in an immediate bonus or penalty to the player
(see The dice in detail p. 14).
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AFTERNOON – Continue their journey

The Province of Shadows journey
Each player has a company token for this adventure. The player can move forward several spaces
in the direction of their choosing as long as the
conditions required by each space are fulfilled. A company cannot go past the same space twice during the
same round.

Each player can move their company or one of their boats
on the journey board, by using once again the result previously obtained on their dice. Every die replaced in the
reserve pool during the previous phase does not allow
movement on the journey board.
Common rules for journeys
Several tokens (encampment, company or boats) of different colors can be on the same space, same village or
same island simultaneously.

A player can move their company in different ways.
• They can use one of their dice that has the symbol of
the space in which they want to go. During this phase,
each die can only be used once. After use, it is placed
aside from the others to show it has been used.

If the player passes or stops on these with
their company or one of their boats, they
take the corresponding token from the
reserve pool and place it in front of them.

• In certain cases, they must not have the symbol represented on the space among their dice.
If the player passes or stops on this with
their company or one of their boats, they
lose as many bursts of light as indicated
and immediately move their score token
back on the score track.

• They can use one or several footprint tokens as a
wild card. Each token replaced in the reserve pool
allows them to move forward one space in their
desired direction.

If the player passes or stops on this with
their company or one of their boats, they
must replace as many footprint tokens into
the reserve as indicated, if they cannot do
this, they cannot land on this space.

When a player passes a village with their
company, they may decide to stop. They place
their encampment on it and their movement
is finished for this round. Stopping in a village
allows their position to be saved. At the end of a game,
it is the number of bursts of light indicated on the village in which their encampment is placed that counts,
regardless of where the company is placed.

If the player passes or stops on this, they
must:
• either send one of their companions to the
cemetery, without applying any effect even
if a skull figures on the card,
• or cancel the spell if they possess one.
The spell token is replaced in the box without applying its effect.
Note: an adventurer cannot be sent to the cemetery.
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The Archipelago of Darkness journey
Each player has four boats for this adventure that they
will be able to move from island to island in order to earn
as many bursts of light as possible by the end of the
game. The player cannot place several of their boats on
the same island. During each round, they can move one
only to an adjacent island.

Example 4
The blue player uses 1 cloud
symbol to move forward a
space. They put a footprint
token back into the reserve
pool to move for ward
towards the village and
earns a reroll token. They
decide not to stop in this
village. They do not have a
rock symbol, so they move
forward to the next square.
They stop there because to
continue they would need to
not have a fire symbol.

To do so, they must have exactly as many
different element symbols as indicated on
the board, neither more nor less. The special
symbols do not count (see p. 14).
The player may use one or several footprint tokens
as wild cards: each token replaced in the reserve pool
replaces a missing element.

EVENING – End of round and resetting

The game ends when there are no more companions in
the deck (see End of game p. 13). Otherwise, the players
prepare the next round:
1. To signal the end of the round, each player places their
small dice on the meeting track spaces of the corresponding color to the result on the dice, including the
small black die.
Important: If a die indicates a -2 burst of light or a
footprint symbol, it must be rerolled until it indicates a
color, then placed on the corresponding space.

The red player plays the wood-colored boat, they want to move
to the island on the right. They need exactly the number of different symbols indicated on the board, here 1 or 2. Among their
dice, they have cloud and rock symbols, therefore fulfilling the
required conditions. When they are on the island, they earn two
footprints.

2. The 5 first companions of the deck are placed, faceup,
in front of the 5 spaces on the meeting track. A footprint token top side visible is added in front of each
companion without a die, if there are any.
3. The first player token is passed to the following player
in a clockwise direction.
Note: if a player forgot to move forward on the score
track, on the journey board or to take tokens, they can no
longer do it.
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End of game

The Archipelago of Darkness journey
Each player adds together the number of bursts of light
indicated on the islands on which they have placed their
boats. They move forward the corresponding number of
spaces on the score track.

The game ends upon completion of round 8, when there
are no more companions in the deck to prepare another
round. The players then carry out a final count.
1

3

Adventurer and companions

Each player counts the total number of bursts of light on
their adventurer and their companions then moves forward the same number of spaces on the score track. If
any of the companions have the symbol
, the indicated
number of bursts of light are lost.
2

Fireflies

Each player counts the total number of fireflies in their
possession, those represented on their companions and
those of their tokens. They then count the number of companions recruited. If they have as many or more fireflies
than companions, they score an additional 10 bursts of
light.
4

Footprint tokens

Each player scores 1 burst of light per footprint in their
possession.

Journey board

The Province of Shadows journey
Each player moves forward on the score track the number
of bursts of light indicated on the village where their
encampment is situated, independently of where their
company is placed.

The lead player on the score track wins. In case of a tie,
the player with the most reroll tokens wins. If there is still
a tie, the players share the victory.

Example 5

Oshra

Taetyss

Lumipili

Mindaroo

3

3
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2

3

6

The blue player counts their score of:
1 bursts of light on their cards. They earn 5 but lose 1, so move
forward 4 spaces on the score track.
2 bursts of light gained by their encampment, they move
forward 5 spaces on the score track.
3 their fireflies. They have 7 companions in front of them and
3 fireflies, they do not earn any bursts of light.
4 their footprint tokens. They earn 3 bursts of light.
They were already at 60 bursts of light on the score track, which
gives them a total score of 72 bursts of light.
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Zzibelu

Cromaug

1

Okanios

5
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Tamnuca

The dice in detail

The cards in detail

Ladawa

The conditions

Each of the five element symbols is represented on the
different sides.
On the majority of the dice, the sixth side shows the
symbol corresponding to the color of the die.
• 5 green dice (3 large and 2 small)

Taetyss
Orium

Reminder: to trigger the effect of their companion, the
player must have the required combination of symbols
among their dice. If this condition is reached several times,
the effect can be applied several times, except in the case
1
of the companions that
have a skull and those that have a
crossed element (their effect can be used once only).

Sketal

• 5 blue dice (3 large and 2 small)

• 5 red dice (4 large and 1 small)
• 4 orange dice (3 large and 1 small)

A symbol (
effect.

1

• 5 azure dice (3 large and 2 small)

A pair of symbols (
)
triggers the effect.
Important: signifies any two identical
3
symbols.
The footprint symbols of the
purple dice and the burst of light symbols
of the yellow dice can also trigger the
1
effect of the card.

4
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On 6 dice, the sixth side shows a special symbol.
• 3 purple dice (2 large and 1 small)
The footprint side earns 2 footprints. The player takes
a token from the reserve pool reverse side visible.

) triggers the
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Gluach
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A group
of three identical symbols triggers
4
the effect.
07/08/2020 21:03:10

The crossed symbols
Their effect is only applicable once per round.
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If the symbol indicated within the circle is
not present on any of the dice, the effect is
triggered.

?

• 2 yellow dice (2 large)
The bursts of light side earns 3 bursts of light.

?

• 1 black curse die (1 small)

?

If the symbols indicated within the circles are not present on any of the dice, the
effect is triggered.
If at least one water symbol is present and
the rock symbol is not present on any of the
dice, the effect is triggered.

6

See Kaar and the curse of the black die p. 16
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i

The effects
6

The companions with specific effects

4

The player earns as many bursts of light as
indicated.

2

The player loses as many bursts of light as
indicated.

Xar’gok

Xar'gok
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2. At the beginning of the next
ro u n d , t h e s p e l l t o ke n s a re
revealed.

07/08/2020
21:02:55earns 1 firefly, they take a token from
The
player
the reserve pool top side visible.

07/08/2020 21:02:35

The player takes 1 reroll token that they can use
as of the next turn.
The companion is immediately placed in the
cemetery.
Note: certain companions with a skull allow
rewards to be earned; others cause the loss of
bursts of light. These effects must only be applied
once.
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The companions with specific powers
The Sketals
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Only this spell token is played differently:
it must always be placed on the last
companion to be recruited. The player
must move the spell token each time he
recruits a new companion.
When the spell is triggered, the companion on which it
is placed is sent to the cemetery (without applying any
effects, even if it has a skull) and the player replaces the
token in the box. As the player can choose the order in
which the cards and the spell are resolved, they can benefit from the targeted character’s effect (if their dice allow
them to) before it is sent to the cemetery.

If the player chooses a Sketal, they
immediately take an additional large
die from the reserve pool in the color
indicated by its power. The Sketal,
whose power is a multicolored die,
allows the player to take a large die
of their choice from those available
in the reserve pool. If there are none,
it has no effect. If the player forgets
to take the die, they can take in a
following round. If a Sketal is sent to
the cemetery, the corresponding die
is replaced in the reserve pool.
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3. When a player fulfils the condition indicated on their token,
the spell is triggered: its effect is
applied and the token is replaced
in the box.

A spell token works in exactly the same way as a card:
the player chooses the order in which they resolve their
cards and their spell, the trigger conditions and the effects
are the same as those of the cards.
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Sketal

If the player obtains 2 fire symbols, Xar’gok is sent to the cemetery and the spells are cast:
1. The other players take a spell
token that they place facedown in
front of them.

The player earns 1 footprint, they take a token from
the reserve pool top side visible.
The player earns 2 footprints, they take a token
from the reserve pool reverse side visible.

37
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Kaar and the curse of the black die

Kaar
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4

When a player takes Kaar, they
take the small black die from the
reserve pool, roll it and place it on
the space of the meeting track indicated by the result of the die. If the
result indicates an empty space,
the player must reroll the die. If no
player takes Kaar, the black die
does not come into play.

Example 6

X

Cromaug

1

If the player obtains an air symbol,
they immediately discard Cromaug
and can take another companion
of their choice from the cemetery
that they place in front of them.
The chosen companion becomes
the last companion to be recruited.
If it is a Sketal, they take the additional die indicated by its power, if
it is available in the reserve pool,
and can roll it from the next round.
If it is Kaar, the black die comes
into play.
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Important: the black die remains in play until the end of
the game, even if Kaar is sent to the cemetery.

X

Cromaug

During the rest of the game, the
player with Kaar is immunized
against the curse of the black die.
If the black die is placed in front of
the companion they want to take,
they can move it in front of another
companion of their choice.

Curse of the black die: In each round, the player who rolls
the black die with their other dice must apply its result:
according to the obtained symbol, every other die of the
player with the same symbol is not counted in the final
result. If the player obtains -2 bursts of light, they move
back as many spaces on the score track.

X

If the previously obtained result of the dice allows it, they
can immediately trigger the effect of this new companion.
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